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Photo: Photos courtesy dealers Air drying your hair is great and everything, but sometimes you just want a good blowout. To find the best hair dryer out there, I spent months testing them on my frizz-prone hair. I tracked everything from the elegantness of the outer packaging to the
positioning of the switches, noting how much they strained my arm and how long it took me to dry my hair from start to finish. Read on for my 18 favorites. Conair 1875 Watt Ionic Ceramic Hair Dryer $26 Curly is a word that comes up a lot in reviews of this dryer. As the strategist mentioned,
it has more power output than Dyson, making it a great option for those with natural hair who praise their three strong but not-too-strong heat settings. And it weighs only about 1.7 pounds - less than a barre-grade weight. Revlon One-Step Hair Dryer &amp; Volumizer $40 This hair dryer is
an internet phenomenon thanks to Amazon. There is currently no. 1 bestseller in its Beauty &amp; Personal Care section, with over 32,000 five-star reviews. And the rumors are true: Because it styles and dries hair at the same time, it works very well at delivering salon-like blowouts
(especially for people with particularly curly or thick hair). The average dry time varies from eight to 12 minutes. Many reviewers call it a game changer. InStyler BLU Turbo Ionic Dryer $80 Weighs in at 13.5 grams, this option from InStyler felt the lightest of the bunch. It works fast, but it's
easy enough that if you want to spend a lot of time perfecting the blowout, your arm isn't going to get tired. The packaging is super lightweight, with high-gloss white phasewood and a glowing blue light. Other features include a cool-shot button, two heat settings and an ionic switch. Perhaps
the best, however, is the airflow wheel, which allows you to control the amount you use by scrolling up or down with your finger. $75 This dryer comes with a feature called Nanoe™ Moisture Infusion, which reportedly fills your hair and scalp with 1,000 times more moisture while drying.
Although it sounds counterintuitive, it is intended to make hair smoother and less frizzy. The proof is in Amazon reviews, where people rave about getting smooth blowouts that hold up even in humid, rainy weather. Parlux Parlux Eco-friendly 3800 Dryer $180 Parlux may not be super-
popular Stateside, but I often see the brand backstage during Fashion Week. It is super light, compact and durable, and because it is made in Italy, it will work across countries (you just need the right converter). Paul Mitchell Neuro Grip Ergonomic Hair Dryer $98 To keep this one pound,
handleless dryer, you actually grab the barrel yourself. Do not worry, a protective rubber coating prevents it from getting too hot to touch. It takes a little getting used to, but when you adjust, the control you achieve is a godsend to tame unruly roots. After going to bed with wet hair four inches
of root regrowth from my last keratin treatment), I woke up with a curly, curly, crown that would normally require the attention of a flat iron. Conair 1600 Watt Compact hair dryer with folding handle $13 If you want a blow-drying dryer you can bring abroad, look for one that is dual voltage.
Amazon reviews (3,000 of them) are full of mothers who gift this to their kids before backpacking adventures because it's foldable, durable, and performs the basic functions well enough. You still obviously need to bring an adapter. DRYBAR Baby Buttercup Travel Blow-Dryer $135 Sephora
and Ulta reviewers love this dryer because it's foldable and double voltage, making it perfect for travel. Although it is small and lacks a temperature setting, it does not get super hot, will not dry out your hair, and is not very high. It's also light yellow, if you like that kind of thing. Compared to
the other travel blowers, it does not feel flimsy, and works well enough to continue using at home as well. Harry Josh® Pro Tools Ultra Light Pro Dryer $294 Celebrity hairdresser Harry Josh's line of mint-green pro tools has a cult following as big as Harry Josh himself (think Gisele Bündchen
and Karlie Kloss). The latest version of his dryer has been upgraded to work faster (drying hair up to 150 miles per hour), feeling lighter (it weighs less than a pound), and be calmer (you'll be able to hear your playlist if you wish). With 12 heat levels and speeds to choose from, along with
what they call double-ion technology, this dryer works effectively on all hair types. The ionic feature is meant to smooth away frizz, but if you fight fine flat hair, you can click it off for more volume. T3 Micro Cura Luxe Hair Dryer $230 I've been a longtime fan of the T3, and Cura gave an
elegant upgrade to an older T3 dryer I've been using for many years. It is equipped with a diffuser, two nozzle options, five heat settings and two speed settings. It even has an automatic shutdown when you put it down. When I applied it to both wet and dry hair on the warmest heat and
strongest airflow, it took about 20 minutes to dry my hair and about ten minutes to create a bouncy, frizz-frizz-free dry style. My only problem: All switch buttons (power, heat and speed) are placed on the front of the dryer, so I found it difficult to click back and forth between drying parts of my
hair. DYSON Supersonic Hair Dryer $380 Photo: Courtesy of suppliers Yes, this dryer is expensive, but here's why it's worth it: First, if you're not one to frequent blow-dry bars and prefer a DIY style at home, this tool will completely wipe your head three times as fast. If you are a regular
salon, this machine will pay itself after ten blowouts. With my usual dryer, it takes me 30 minutes to dry my hair from start to finish. With Dyson, I'm done in ten - and it looks good too. My hair looks glossy and smooth, and mine roots look as if they had been overrun with a flat iron. The dryer
is powerful but quiet, and remains cool to take on courtesy of what the company calls heat shield heat shield Even at the hottest power setting, I never burn my scalp. I found myself reaching for this again and again throughout the testing process. It also has magnetic accessories and an
elegant carrying case for travel. Dyson has successfully turned a terrible chore into a task I don't mind doing. Dyson Airwrap Complete Styler $500 This is like a fancy version of revlon Amazon dryer. It can dry, style, straighten, and give you waves. It can be applied to wet hair - without the
risk of sizzling - to give you either a straight waterfall or fine, voluminous curls. Despite all the accessories including a dryer nozzle, three different brushes, and several barrel sizes, it is lightweight and quite intuitive to use. Thanks to something called the Coanda effect, you don't even need
to physically wrap your hair around the barrel. When you place your hair near the dish, the air gently pulls in, and as magic wraps itself around the dish itself. When you pull away and get away, you get a big, fat curl. It's unique. This article was originally published on April 1, 2015. It has
been updated throughout. If you buy something through our links, New York may earn an affiliate commission. The best hair dryers for all hair types Whether you want more volume, waves or a slim and straight hairstyle, a hair dryer is a must-have element for your arsenal of styling tools.
While most hairdryers are designed to do the same, they are not created equal. From ionic hairdryers that reduce frizz and speed up the drying time of ceramic hairdryers that can help add volume, hair dryers come in different types and price ranges. A high-quality hair dryer can help perfect
a hairstyle, but an older or low quality dryer can damage your hair. Whether you want a luxury model or something that's more budget-friendly, there's something for everyone on our list of the best hair dryers. We've also found some of the best hair dryer deals over the web if you're looking
for low prices. See more Best Bidet Best Electric Toothbrushes Best Bath Scales Dyson Supersonic Hair Dryer A hair dryer priced in the $400 range may sound a little over the top, but Dyson went all out on this styling machine. It has a digital V9 engine in the handle that spins at up to
110,000 rpm and a microprocessor that monitors the air temperature 20 times per second. This means that the dryer will work quickly to dry your hair, but it will not overheat your hair and cause excess damage. The dryer diffuser and concentrator accessories are magnetic, so you can
easily and seamlessly switch between attachments. The Dyson dryer also looks amazing, with one of the coolest designs we've ever seen. Remington Hair Dryer with Ionic + Ceramic + Tourmaline Technology This Remington Hair Dryer gets the job done well without breaking the bank. In
addition, it has many advantages you get with more expensive dryers such as ionic, ceramic and tourmaline technology for smoother hair and less frizz. Despite the reasonable price price Remington dryer is a quality option that can make you amazed at how well it works. The 1875 watt
power engine means you get a fast dry, and three different heat settings and two different speed settings let you find the right custom setting for your hair type. Press the cold shot button for cool air that locks in your carefully created styles. You even get accessories – a diffuser and a
concentrator. Bio Ionic Goldpro Dryer Bio Ionic Goldpro Dryer was designed to dry your hair with less heat. Long-term styling with heat probably will not do any favors for the health of your hair. Some hairdryers blow air that is so warm and powerful that you will feel like you are in a clothes
dryer. You may have damaged, dry or frizzy locks from years of using dryers and irons on your lids, but at the same time you just can't share with your styling tools. With this Goldpro hairdryer, you get a barrel made with 24-karat gold. You read it correctly - the gold helps to distribute the
heat more evenly than traditional hairdryers, so it dries your hair faster and allows you to spend less time using heat. At the same time, the dryer's ionic technology keeps hair hydrated. The Bio Ionics device itself is also durable and quite light, so your arms don't get tired while drying your
mane. Jinri 1875w Professional Salon Infrared Hair Dryer Jinri Infrared Hair Dryer is all about options. It comes with three attachments - a diffuser, a straightener and a concentrator. It works quietly and has two different speed settings and three heat settings, so you can choose exactly how
you want to dry your hair. This dryer works quickly, drying even the thickest hair in minutes. It also uses infrared heat and negative ions, which leaves hair smoother and helps reduce frizz. The Jinri hair dryer is excellent for those with curly hair, as the included diffuser attachment keeps hair
fairly still while drying it extremely fast without frizzing up. Conair Tourmaline Ceramic Hair Dryer Ceramic and tourmaline make a great combination when it comes to blow-drying, as is the case with the Conair Tourmaline Ceramic Hair Dryer. When it comes to heat styling tools, it is a good
idea to choose ceramic material. The heat created through ceramics is able to penetrate the hair shaft while maintaining hydration in your tresses. Ceramics also heat up quickly and distribute the heat evenly, allowing you to expose the locks to heat for a shorter time. Even better, now for a
ceramic hairdryer that includes tourmaline, giving your hair an extra shot of negative ions that can lead to smoother tresses. This ceramic and tourmaline hairdryer from Conair is one of the best on the market, with three heat settings and two speed settings that allow people of all hair types
to get the perfect blowout. When you finish styling, blast the ends with cool-shot function to seal these in place all day long. Ghd air dryer air dryer If you haven't heard of GHD, it stands for good hair day, and this dryer produces that result: Smooth hair that makes you want to show off a
down-do instead of putting on a hat or pulling your hair back. GHD Dryer is going to cost you more than your typical pharmacy find, but its professional strength, 1,600-watt AC engine, combined with its ionic technology, makes it worth extra money. On top of the fact that it dries the hair
quickly and leaves it smooth and silky, this dryer feels gentler on the hair than most others. It has two speeds and three heat settings, plus a cool shot button. Nition Negative Ions Ceramic Hair Dryer We have just happened over this dryer by Nition and we are glad that we did it. The device
is not too large or bulky, but it gets hair smooth and elegant with 1875 watts of power, three different heat settings and two different speeds. The air outlet of the dryer is filled with negative ions, as well as Argan oil and tourmaline. This results in hairs that have less static, less frizz, and less
heat damage. The Nition dryer also comes with many practical accessories: a comb, a concentrator and a diffuser. The diffuser is particularly impressive, adding waves to straightening hair ends or creating a curly hairstyle without frizz. Revlon One-Step Hair Dryer &amp; Volumizer Hot Air
Brush Revlon One-Step Hair Dryer and Volumizer Hot Air Brush (Blue) $48 FROM AMAZON$35 FROM EBAY $51 FROM BELK Revlons hot air brush is colorful and cute, and it does wonders for your hair to boot. This drying brush will add volume, curl the ends underneath, or flip the ends
of the hair out without any problem. This one has a bit of a kick to it, but with only 1100 watts of power, it's not as powerful as some of the other hairdryers out there. Since it is a brush, you can get it close to the scalp, making it easier to add volume at the root of your hair. Both tips of the
brush remain cool, so you can get a better grip for control without worrying about getting burned. This Revlon brush also produces negative ions when using it, reducing annoying static or frizz. Editors' recommendations
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